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Date & Duration

Participants / Attended by

File Accession Dossier

Value Education Workshop

Good Behavior in Human Interactions

Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura,

Guest Lecture Hall

November 15, 2077

Class IX (A-E)

Students' Workshop

Delhi

OBJECTIVES:

To facilitate students to-
o Develop a virtuous behavioral conduct

. Express their creative talent

DESCRIPTION:

'Good behavior can cover a lack of beauty but good beauty can never cover a lack of good

behavior.'
Good behavior is the basis of a harmonious social existence. It forms the bedrock of an integrated inter-

dependent humanity. In order to promote good behavior in human interactions, a value education

workshop was conciucted by class iX-D. The session inclucjed various activities aimed at engaging the

students via active participation. The game titled 'Angel vs. Devil' required the students to analyze the

behavioral conduct of the protagonists that featured in the video clippings. This activity enabled them to

reflect upon the inappropriate ways of self-expression and to learn constructive ways to channelize

emotions. The game titled 'Role Models' required the participants to give certain personality tags such as

cooperative, compassionate, friendly & understanding to those students they considered deserving of the

ivgs. This activity enabled them to acknowledge the behavioral qualities that one should strive to
I

I inculcate within oneself. The game titled'Test Your Psycho-ness!'required the students to self-rate

I themselves on a series of questions pertaining to the assessment of their psychological predisposition for
I

I empathetic behavior. This activity enabled them to self-introspect & provided an impetus to the adoption
I

I of a considerate attitude. The session also included a video by Sandeep Maheshwari, a motivational
I

I speaker, on the theme'How to manage relations'. The session ended with a skit pertaining to the theme

of the workshop and entertaining dance performances.

Thil workshop indeed presented an appropriate opportunity for emphasizing the significance of a good

conduct in the establishment & maintenance of healthy inter-personal dynamics.
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